
APPENDIX C

The Legal Environment for
Industrial Policy

Legal constraints could preclude or limit the
application of some kinds of policy measures di-
rected at industrial competitiveness and econom-
ic efficiency in the United States, The possible
constraints reflect not only constitutional prin-
ciples, but also the traditional separation of Gov-
ernment and business enterprise in this country
(ch. 8), The separation —more nearly an adver-
sarial than a collaborative relationship—is deep-
ly rooted in basic political attitudes, and has nor-
mally been perceived as healthy and desirable: it
finds expression in the U.S. legal system.

The legal environment in the United States thus
seeks, in many instances, to insulate Government
from the private sector, both directly—as through
Federal conflict of interest laws and numerous
disclosure statutes, and indirectly—in antitrust
and trade laws that embody fundamental pre-
sumptions against mercantilism and in favor of
vigorous competition, Policy proposals of some
types could raise legal issues because they would
mandate precisely the behavior that the legal sys-
tem presently attempts to limit or prevent,

Within the framework of the legal system, Gov-
ernment has, nevertheless, been granted increas-
ing leeway to involve itself in the affairs of busi-
ness and industry. The rapid growth of Federal
regulation in the environmental, safety, health,
and energy areas over the past 15 years is evi-
dence of this trend. Government can certainly in-
tercede in private trade and commerce-and in a
substantial way. The basic question is: Would pol-
icy innovations be possible that could function ef-
fectively within the context of traditional Govern-
ment-industry relations in the United States—as
embodied in basic aspects of public law? Or,
would industrial policy require new modes of in-
teraction between the public and private sectors,
and hence changes, perhaps fundamental, in that
law?

A number of aspects of the legal environment
for industrial policy are discussed in a general
way below. The intent is to suggest topics of prob-
able importance, the scope of industrial policy ini-
tiatives that have been suggested being too broad
for examination in detail. Among these sugges-
tions have been: tax incentives, including liber-
alization of business tax deductions and substan-

tial tax cuts for individuals; creation of new Fed-
eral agencies: expansion of mechanisms for par-
ticipation by business and labor in the activities
of Government, including committees and commis-
sions; development of programs for training, re-
training, and assisting the mobility of labor; in-
centives for export-related manufacturing; import
restraints such as surcharges and quotas: and
formalized “economic planning”’ [as in the
Balanced Growth and Economic Planning Act of
1975).

Constitutional Issues
The U.S. Constitution imposes a variety of dis-

tinct restrictions on Government actions affecting
private trade and commerce. Policies toward in-
dustry must conform with these—generally asso-
ciated with the “Commerce Clause,’” delegations
of congressional authority, State sovereignty, and
equal opportunity.

Article I, section 8 of the Constitution—which
contains the Commerce Clause—forms the basis
for the Federal Government’s broad powers to
regulate private trade and commerce. The Consti-
tution also ensures that Federal laws will have
precedence over any inconsistent State and local
laws. Over the years, the Supreme Court has con-
tinuously expanded the concept of interstate com-
merce: well-established guidelines now exist. The
most fundamental of these allows Congress to ex-
ercise jurisdiction under the Commerce Clause
whenever a commercial activity has a ‘ ‘substan-
tial economic effect” on interstate commerce <

Under this interpretation, even an activity taking
place wholly inside one State may be within the
scope of the Clause, so long as its effects extend to
other States. For example, the Supreme Court has
found the Commerce Clause broad enough to in-
clude the extension of Federal wage and hour pro-
tection to all workers in firms producing goods for
interstate commerce. ~

To the extent that industrial policies would ap-
ply to major economic sectors —those that pro-
duce goods or provide services that are integrally
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part of the flow of interstate and foreign com-
merce—such policies should not be materially in-
hibited by the Commerce Clause, Suppliers and
subcontractors to these industries would also be
subject to Federal regulation to the extent that
they form a significant part of chains of produc-
tion and distribution of products or services that
are part of interstate commerce.

Article I of the Constitution also contains
language that has been interpreted as permitting
Congress to delegate legislative authority—for
example, the day-to-day work of implementing
congressional law, But the permitted delegations
of authority are limited, especially to private par-
ties rather than to Government agencies, Such
restrictions would apply to committees or commis-
sions involved with industrial policy that included
private citizens within their membership, Those
whose business interests could be affected would
find their participation especially circumscribed,

The 10th amendment to the Constitution con-
tains the State sovereignty provisions, which limit
the extent to which the Federal Government can
infringe on activities integral to the sovereignty of
the States—e.g., those essential to State and local
government. To the extent that a court sees indus-
trial policy as a response to a national emergency,
it would be more likely to uphold actions that
might otherwise be seen as infringements on State
autonomy. The courts will typically employ a bal-
ancing test: the gravity of national problems
found to exist by Congress will be taken into ac-
count as a factor to be weighed, along with the
nature of the State interest at stake, the extent of
the interference with that interest, and the dura-
tion of the restraint.

Incorporated into the 5th amendment due proc-
ess guarantee is the 14th amendment equal pro-
tection provision. The protections extend to busi-
nesses as well as individuals, and could bar pro-
grams that favor one segment of industry over
another without legitimate economic or social
purpose, But before a court overturned Federal
economic legislation on equal protection grounds,
it would have to be persuaded that the legislation
was clearly without justification.

Antitrust Laws

U.S. antitrust laws seek to preserve competitive
markets by broadly proscribing many forms of co-
ordinated or collaborative activities among busi-
ness enterprises. As such, they embody a funda-
mental public policy against the rationalization of
trade, as through private “orderly marketing

agreements” or similar arrangements that would
tend to reduce the independent character of deci-
sionmaking by competing firms. Given the sub-
stantial and costly risks of antitrust liability (e.g.,
private treble damage actions) it seems clear that
the antitrust laws could represent a substantial
obstacle to at least some forms of possible policy
initiatives seeking increased industry wide col-
laboration on commercial and trade matters.

In view of the basic free enterprise policies em-
bodied in the antitrust laws, the courts have nar-
rowly construed explicit congressional exemp-
tions from their application, and have sharply
limited the circumstances justifying implied ex-
emptions, Further, even where Government reg-
ulation displaces the antitrust laws, the courts
have indicated that agencies can abuse their dis-
cretion in failing to consider the impact of regula-
tory policies on competition.

From the standpoint of industrial policy, the
most important antitrust provision is section 1 of
the Sherman Act, prohibiting any agreement that
is “in restraint of trade among the several States
or with foreign nations,”] This section has been
interpreted to prohibit all manner of agreements
among competitors which fix or stabilize prices,
allocate territories or customers, limit market en-
try, regulate production, use group boycotts, or
similarly restrict competition among firms at the
same level of trade. Programs involving joint ven-
tures among competing firms, including joint R&D
programs, pooling of technical or marketing infor-
mation, or standard setting, would thus be subject
to antitrust scrutiny.

The question of antitrust restriction on R&D
has recently arisen in discussions of cooperative
R&D on generic technologies in various indus-
tries, including semiconductors. In the 1960’s, the
Department of Justice brought a suit under the
Sherman Act alleging unlawful restraint of com-
petition in technological R&D in the automobile in-
dustry, 4 The automakers were accused of conspir-
ing to slow the pace of technological devel-
opments aimed at meeting Federal exhaust emis-
sions standards, Thus, joint venture and coop-
erative R&D programs, as well as pooling of tech-
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nical and marketing information, may continue to
be challenged under antitrust provisions—by the
Government or by private parties, The guidelines
for joint R&D recently issued by the Department
of Justice, discussed below, seem unlikely to have
a dramatic effect on perceptions in this area,

The potential relevance of antitrust considera-
tions for industrial policy was illustrated during
1980 in the context of Government plans to assist
the domestic automobile industry, Secretary of
Transportation Goldschmidt’s task force consid-
ered a variety of steps that the Government might
take—including trade, tax, credit, and unemploy-
ment assistance policies, One trade policy option
would have been for the administration to urge
voluntary restraints on automobile imports from
Japan. However, this option was judged to run the
risk of antitrust litigation as an informal trade re-
straint agreement. ’

Antitrust statutes are among the more ambigu-
ous in the United States. The Sherman Act is writ-
ten in particularly general terms, and must fre-
quently be interpreted by resort to the courts. Liti-
gation is often prolonged and expensive; penalties
can be high, including large sums in civil damages
from private actions. Imprisonment may result
from criminal antitrust actions. Some observers
believe that uncertainties concerning antitrust
enforcement, combined with such large risks, has
a substantial inhibiting effect on the activities of
business and industry. Others believe the activ-
i ties inhibited to be primarily those that are clear-
ly collusive and anticompetitive, and that present
antitrust enforcement practices are necessary
and effective.

Concerns of this type—related particularly to
topics such as joint R&D or joint ventures for for-
eign trade—have recently received a good deal of
attention. For example, in a message to Congress
on October 31, 1979, President Carter empha-
sized the importance of stimulating industrial in-
novation, and acknowledged that antitrust laws
have often been assumed to prohibit all coopera-
tive R&D. He directed the Justice Department to
issue a set of guidelines concerning antitrust im-
plications of cooperative research; these guide-
lines were published late in 1980, and seem a
useful though limited step in removing ambiguity
from this area of antitrust enforcement. -
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In fact, much of the lore of antitrust is unpub-
lished—although often enunciated in speeches by
Government officials, copies of which are avail-
able from the Justice Department on request,8
Under such conditions, the private sector is likely
to be wary of any participation in industrial pol-
icy initiatives which may seem to carry risk of
antitrust actions.

Antitrust enforcement also extends to inter-
national trade. For example, the voluntary re-
straint agreements (VRAS) on imports of steel—
discussed in chapter 6—were challenged under
the Sherman Act by Consumers Union,q As a re-
sult of the VRAS, nine Japanese steel companies,
plus British Steel Corp., and a number of Western
European steel firms belonging to the European
Coal and Steel Community, jointly agreed to re-
duce the amounts of steel they would export to the
United States. Consumers Union charged that the
President and Secretary of State lacked the au-
thority to negotiate these agreements, and also
claimed that, even assuming such authority ex-
isted, VRAS were unlawful under section 1 of the
Sherman Act.

As the case progressed in the district court,
Consumers Union withdrew its Sherman Act
claim, leaving a state of uncertainty that still ex-
ists surrounding such voluntary private agree-
ments. Basically, the question concerns whether
or not private agreements, negotiated or induced
by the Government but falling short of outright
governmental compulsion, enjoy some degree of
protection from antitrust attack because of the
Government’s involvement. Also note that, al-
though Consumers Union brought suit against the
Government (specifically, the Secretary of State),
private suits might have been filed in addition.
Parties directly affected by the agreements—for
example, purchasers of steel claiming that VRAS
raised steel prices to artificially high levels—
could have brought actions under U.S. antitrust
laws against the foreign steel producers that
were parties to VRAS (although this might have
posed jurisdictional problems).

Trade Law

The executive branch has considerable discre-
tion in negotiating trade agreements. Nonethe-
less, this discretion is limited in various ways—
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for example, by antitrust laws as indicated in the
previous section. Other restrictions stem from in-
ternational obligations the United States has
assumed—e.g., under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

U.S. trade law includes a large body of treaties
and executive agreements of both a bilateral and
multilateral nature. Prior to 1947, American
trade agreements were bilateral, However, since
the appearance of GATT in 1947, most trade
agreements entered into by the United States
have been multilateral.’”

The basic purpose of GATT was to create a
freer environment for trade among the member
nations and to discourage attempts by countries
to promote their own industries or to create
relative disadvantages for other nations’ in-
dustries. GATT attempted to meet these objec-
tives by developing a framework for eliminating
tariff discrimination among member nations, by
reducing barriers to free trade other than tariffs,
and by moderating tariff levels, GATT provisions
represent important limitations on the kinds of
policies the United States as a member nation may
adopt—whether to promote domestic industries
in foreign trade or to protect domestic industries
against foreign competition.

However, the legal status of GATT in the United
States has been unclear since its signing. GATT
has never been submitted to the Senate for its
“advice and consent” pursuant to article II of the
Constitution. Therefore it has never been ratified
as a treaty. Indeed, language in trade legislation
enacted by Congress in the decade following the
signing of GATT expressly withheld congressional
approval or disapproval. 11

In April of 1979, the President’s Special Trade
Representative initialed the Multilateral Trade
Agreements (MTAs) resulting from the Tokyo
Round negotiations held under GATT. Several
months later, Congress passed the 1979 Trade
Act and officially approved and implemented the
Agreements. Thus, the binding effect on the
United States of at least the MTAs is clear—in the
absence of judicial challenges to the unusual pro-
cedure of adopting separate implementing legisla-
tion to effectuate trade agreements entered into
by the executive.

Major U.S. trading partners are parties to
GATT and the MTAs. Accordingly, actions by the

United States to assist domestic industries that
are  inconsis tent  with obl igat ions under  the
Agreements—or are perceived by other signa-
tories to be inconsistent—may be subject to
diplomatic challenge under GATT. 12 Moreover ,
since the trading partners of the United States
have generally similar trade laws, violation of
MTA or GATT provisions by the United States
could provoke retaliation by these countries, in-
cluding the implementation of both tariff and non-
tariff measures to restrict U.S. exports.

While the MTAs limit the policies of member
governments that could act as export subsidies,
they do provide leeway in such policies, Govern-
ments may promote the health and vigor of their
industries in a general manner, even though such
policies have an indirect impact on foreign trade.
Thus, GATT does not prohibit policies aimed pri-
marily at domestic operations, and should not
pose an obstacle to industrial policies with domes-
tic goals. ’ Nonetheless, t he  i s sue  o f  when
domestic subsidies begin to interfere with inter-
national trade flows has often been a matter of
contention within GATT, Considerable effort
went into negotiating the subsidy code in the new
Agreements to try to arrive at more workable pro-
cedures,

Freedom of Information Act;
Government in the Sunshine Act;
Federal Advisory Committee Act

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lays
down comprehensive requirements for the disclo-
sure of records kept by Government agencies. 14 It
makes disclosure of such information the rule,
and provides the public with powerful procedural
tools for enforcement. Although the FOIA em-
bodies a basic public policy favoring open Govern-
ment and public disclosure, the Act itself recog-
nizes through a series of exemptions that not all of
the Government business can be conducted in a
fish bowl, Exceptions include national security
matters, law enforcement investigations, and con-
fidential business information, including trade
secrets.

The breadth of FOIA’S applicability suggests
that it could well apply to special Government
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boards or corporations established for purposes
of industrial policy. Thus, the scope and legal ef-
fect of the so-called “trade secrets” exception to
FOIA are matters of potential importance. For ex-
ample, some policy measures might call for sig-
nificant submissions or exchanges of sensitive
t ethnological, commercial, or financial da ta—
e.g., costs of production—the public disclosure of
which could  prejudice not only the firms involved,
but also the achievement of the policy goals.
[Financial harm is a basic test applied to FOIA ex-
emptions. ) The key question would  appear to be
whether the exceptions, as presently embodied in
the Act, would  he viewed by the private sector as
adequate protect ion against the disclosure of con-
fidential information. If not, private firms would
be unlikely to cooperate in the polic}r.

Wh;] t F~IA  did for agency records, the Govern-
men t  i n  t he  Sunsh ine  Ac t  does  for  agency
meetings. Enacted in 1976, the statute requires
that “. ., every portion of every meeting of an
agencv shall be open to public observa t ion. )”) The
Chrysler Corporation Loan Guarantee Board,
among o the r Chwe rnmen t hod i es, has comp 1 i ml
wit h the Sunshine Law’. 1’) The Sunsh  inc Act does
allow an agency to close its meetings under some
circumstances, including a 11 of the situations
covered by FOIA exempt ions—e.  ~., discussions of
financial data, internal personnel rules, private
personal records, and information on financial in-
st itut ions.

The Federal Advisor}  Committee Act applies
FOIA and Sunshine Act principles to advisory
commit tees. I t requires that ‘‘each advisory com-
mit tee meet ing shall be open to the public. I- I t
also requires that: 1 ) notice of meetings be pub-
lished in the Federal Register; 2) interested per-
sons be permitted to ‘‘a t tend, appear before, or
f i le  s tatements  subject  to  reasonable regula-
tions;’ 3) minutes and other records be kept and
be made available to the public.

‘1’he Sunshine Act and the Federal Advisory
Committee Act raise issues similar to those of
FOIA—i.e., the willingness of individuals and
firms in the private sector to participate in policy
initiatives that might involve disclosures of con-
fidential in forma t ion.

Conflict of Interest and
Financial Disclosure

Federal conflict of interest lams  and regula-
tions, as well as financial disclosure laws,  could
affect the formulation and’or implementation of
policies that depend on recruitment of private
citizens to work for the Government. “1’hesc li~ w’s
and regulations extend to part-time as well as full-
time employment, and also to unpaid consultants.
W’ith  some exceptions, they prohibit Government
emplo}ees from having fin:incial interests in
Government activities: restrict the professioniil
ac tivi ties of former Governmcn  t emplokre[?s  in
t e r m s  o f  who they may r e p r e s e n t  before t h e
Government as ‘‘agen t or [it torne~’”: prohibit
Government employees from reccivin~ compens:]-
tion from nongovernmental sources: tin(i prohibit
Government emplo}rees from representing a client
in a proceeding t () which the L’n i ted S ta tes is a
party or has a direct or substantial interest.

The basic confli(:t  of interest rule prohibits ex-
ecut ive branch emplot’ees  from p;] r t i(’ i pa t ing in
proceedings in which  they have t] financial intcr-
est. ‘f! The prohibition in(:ludcs  (:onsult:i  t ion an(l
advising, as well as decisionma k ing, K’in:]ncia  1 in-
terest is broadly construed to refer to interests of
family and ass(mia  tes.

A detailed Executive order  has I)een issued im-
plementing the conflict of interest statutes, a n d

two Government agencies-the office of Person-
nel Llanagernent and the Office of Governrnen  t
Ethics—oversee the operation of the statutes. In
addi t ion to these laws and regula t ions, under the
Ethics in Government Act of 1978 many (;a tego-
ries of Government employees  must disclose de-
tailed personal financial in form:l t ion.

These lam’s could  pose obstacles to the imple-
ment t ion of some kinds of policies because indi-
viduals in the private sector w’ i th special exper-
tise might either be disqualified outright or might
find the prohibitions and rest ri(; tions  onerous and
disruptive of their careers outside Government.
There are also potential conflicts of interest when
Government officials with regulatory responsi-
bilities over industry become members of special
boards, committees, or task forces relating to that
same industry.
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Government Ownership of Patents
and Technology

If an industrial policy initiative were to involve
Government stimulation or funding of R&D and in-
novation, questions could arise about the interest
of the Government as opposed to the private sec-
tor in any resulting inventions or other propri-
etary technology. Furthermore, legal restrictions
on the utilization of Government-owned technol-
ogy by private firms might impede the commercial
development of that technology.

A number of complex and conflicting policy
considerations exist in this area. First, when
public funds are used to generate new technology,
it seems clear that such technology should be
utilized for the benefit of the public. Moreover,
where the technology represents a significant ad-
vance in the state of the art, and has competitive
significance, it is also clear that affording ex-
clusive use of the technology to one firm might
detract from competition in the industry. This
consideration is particularly important where the
technological development supported by Govern-
ment would not have been commercially feasible
for any one firm acting alone. On the other hand,
in the absence of exclusive licensing rights, pri-
vate firms might not commercialize the new
technology.

Current rules governing the licensing of tech-
nology generated either by Government employ-
ees or through Government funding reflect—but
do not resolve—these competing policy considera-
tions. Thus, there is a strong general presumption
favoring nonexclusive licensing. And, while provi-
sion is ostensibly made for exclusive licensing
where necessary to ensure commercial develop-
ment, the Government in many cases still retains
the right to require sublicensing and otherwise to
assure broad dissemination of the technology in a
manner potentially inconsistent with a grant of
exclusive rights.

At present, different Government agencies—
the Department of Energy, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, the Department of
Defense, the Environmental Protection Agency—
have different rules governing the ownership and
licensing of rights to inventions or discoveries
they have supported financially. Sometimes these
rules are developed by the agency itself, other
times they are statutory. Thus, the rights of the
Government and of private firms are not set out in
a unified body of law. Each agency operates
under its own distinctions, its own rules or stat-

utes, and its own procedures. This lack of con-
sistency has been widely perceived as unde-
sirable—and a potential inhibition to innovation
and the commercialization of new technologies.
Several bills recently introduced before Congress
have sought to remedy this situation.

Legal Challenges and Judicial Review

New policy initiatives toward industry might in-
volve new statutes, amendment or repeal of ex-
isting statutes, promulgation or amendment of ex-
ecutive orders or agency regulations, or combina-
tions of these. Moreover, depending on their sub-
stance and reach,  implementat ion might  be
assigned to the executive branch, existing ex-
ecutive or independent agencies, Government cor-
porations, new regulatory bodies, or combina-
tions of such entities. In turn, actions taken might
include informal policy statements or guidelines,
rules of general and binding applicability to in-
dividuals or businesses, or specific enforcement
actions to restrain conduct inconsistent with
rules and statutes. At almost any step, affected or
aggrieved parties might challenge such policy in-
itiatives in the courts. Measures intended as com-
ponents of industrial policy could be subject to
delaying actions as well as the threat of being
struck down.

Historically, when Congress has enacted reg-
ulations significantly affecting private economic
interests, it has generally provided avenues for
aggrieved persons to seek judicial review. If prec-
edent is a guide, therefore, significant aspects of
new policies would likewise be subjected to
judicial scrutiny. Moreover, even where Congress
does not expressly provide for judicial review of
an agency’s action—and assuming that it does not
by statute expressly preclude judicial review—
such review will generally be available under the
Administrative Procedure Act, ’g which embodies
a strong presumption in favor of judicial review of
agency conduct.

Permeating the body of statutory and deci-
sional law governing the activities of administra-
tive agencies— as well as court review of these
activities—are the often conflicting goals of: I) ef-
ficient and effective administration and imple-
mentation by Government officials of congression-
al objectives; and 2) the protection of private
property rights from unjust or excessive govern-
mental interference—e. g., ensuring adherence by
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the Government to constitutional and statutory
guidelines.

Reflecting the great increase in Government
regulation over the past 15 years, the entire area
of administrative law is currently in a state of
flux. Thus, while judicial challenges to new
policies affecting industry might be frequent, it is
difficult to do more than speculate on outcomes.
However, under  ordinary circumstances ,  the
courts would probably not interfere at the pre-
liminary stages of policy formulation. Once imple-
mentation commenced, depending on the interests
affected by the policies in question, judicial

challenges, including preenforcement challenges,
could be expected. Whether preenforcement
challenges would be entertained, and precisely at
what point the courts would find that an agency’s
actions were “ripe” for judicial review, would de-
pend on the availability of other means of judicial
review, and the hardship of pursuing such means.
In any event, it appears likely that at least some
industrial policy initiatives representing substan-
tial change from past practices would be chal-
lenged in the courts. At the least, such challenges
might delay the implementation of new policy ini-
tiatives.


